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Introduction {#sec1}
============

A natural scene is composed of simple stimuli, such as color, brightness, and movement of visual objects. In addition, it consists of relational stimuli that reflect the spatial and temporal correlations of those items that belong to the same object (e.g., the correlated movements of a person\'s body parts that allow us to segregate the person from the crowd). The mechanisms of how sensory systems use relational stimuli for object recognition are well understood in vision and audition. For example, humans use differences in stimulus onsets of a few tens of milliseconds to segregate visual objects from a background ([@bib76]) or to segregate concurrent sounds from different sources ([@bib28]). In contrast to vision and audition, olfaction research has mainly focused on simple stimuli, such as chemical identity, concentration, and dynamics of odorants ([@bib20], [@bib75]), but it is largely unknown how the olfactory system processes relational stimuli that underlie olfactory object recognition.

Olfactory object recognition involves recognizing whether different odorants originate from the same or different sources (odor source segregation) ([@bib25]). Odor source segregation can, in theory, be achieved from afar by analyzing the spatial distribution of odor plumes. The spatial distribution of odor plumes in the atmosphere is determined by the diffusion of odorant molecules and by the wind ([@bib14], [@bib44]). Because wind generally is turbulent, odor plumes are fragmented into filaments (similar to a plume of cigarette smoke). Because wind can transport odorant molecules much faster than diffusion, different odorants from the same source will largely stay together and will form a plume with relatively stable odorant concentration proportions (homogeneous plume). In contrast, odorants from different sources will be mixed by turbulent convection and will form a plume with variable odorant concentration proportions (heterogeneous plume).

Accordingly, plume heterogeneity enables animals to segregate odor sources (slugs \[[@bib26]\], insects \[[@bib2], [@bib5], [@bib54], [@bib70]\], crabs \[[@bib77]\]). But how do they do it? Animals could use temporal sampling for segregation, because in heterogeneous (multi-source) plumes the odorants from different sources exhibit less correlated fluctuations than in homogeneous (single-source) plumes ([@bib14], [@bib25]). Thus, animals could use odorant onset asynchrony to detect that two odorants originate from different sources ([@bib5]). Flying insects are particularly well adapted for detecting fine-scale temporal differences in odorant onset. Flying moths, for example, can segregate two odorants from two sources that are just 1 mm apart ([@bib5]) and honey bees can use 6-ms short differences in odorant arrival for odor source segregation ([@bib70]). Moreover, insects\' rapid ligand-gated ionotropic olfactory receptors ([@bib55], [@bib78]) allow rapid and temporally precise odorant transduction ([@bib18], [@bib58], [@bib71]) and olfactory neurons are sensitive to stimulus onset asynchrony in the range of a few to tens of milliseconds ([@bib9], [@bib40], [@bib46], [@bib54], [@bib65]). However, the neural mechanisms of odor source segregation are still unknown.

Here we studied the capability of the fruit fly *Drosophila melanogaster* to use temporal stimulus cues for odor source segregation. We chose *Drosophila* because its genetic tractability will facilitate the determination of the causal relationship between behavioral odor source segregation and neural activity. We found that flies can detect a short difference in the arrival of two odorants (onset asynchrony of 33 ms). Odorant onset asynchrony increases flies\' attraction to binary mixtures of odorants with opposing valence, suggesting that flies can use stimulus onset asynchrony for odor source segregation.

Results {#sec2}
=======

To test whether flies can use stimulus onset asynchrony for odor source segregation, we measured flies\' attraction toward synchronous (to mimic one odor source) and asynchronous (to mimic two odor sources) binary mixtures of attractive and aversive odorants in a wind tunnel ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). In each experimental trial a single fly walked into the wind tunnel through a tube, which ended on top of a take-off platform ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). The air flow at the take-off platform had a speed of 40 cm/s. Odorant stimuli were applied with a custom-made stimulator ([@bib51]) that was located outside of the wind tunnel to prevent turbulences and to allow for temporally precise odorant stimuli. We tracked flies\' flights in 3D and measured their odor attraction using odorants with either innate or conditioned valence (original data are available in [Data S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). After each experimental trial we removed and discarded the fly.Figure 1Delivering Temporally Precise Olfactory Stimuli in a Wind Tunnel(A) Diagram of a wind tunnel 2 (WT 2). Red and blue dashed boxes indicate the captured x-y and z-y planes, respectively. The olfactory stimulator was placed outside the wind tunnel to minimize turbulences. The orange box outlines the image in (B).(B) The layout of WT 2, showing the position where the odorant concentrations were recorded using a PID.(C) Valve states for creating odorant pulses for the different stimuli. The attractive odorant A and aversive odorant B are represented in green and magenta, respectively. When asynchronous mixtures were presented, the first odorant was always given for 500 ms, and the following odorant with an onset delay. Both odorants had the same offset time. Pulses were repeated every 2 s.(D) PID recordings of pulsed stimuli for the odorant pair with innate valence 2-butanone (BN, green) and butanal (BA, magenta) (mean and SD over 50 pulses). Valves opened for 500 ms. Each PID signal was normalized to the maximum concentration reached.(E) Same as (D) for the odorant pair with conditioned valence 2,3-butanedione (BD, blue) and ethyl acetate (EA, orange), averaged over 50 pulses.(F) Left: Onset time (time taken to reach 5% of maximum concentration after valve trigger) for BN and BA (mean and SD over 50 pulses). Individual points represent the onsets for each pulse. Right: Onset time difference between pairs of successive BN and BA pulses (mean and SD over 50 pulses).(G) Same as (F) for BD and EA.(H) Left: Rise time (time taken to reach 95% of maximum concentration from the 5% onset time) for BN and BA (mean and SD over 50 pulses). Individual points represent the rise times for each pulse. Right: Mean rise time difference between pairs of successive BN and BA pulses (mean and SD over 50 pulses).(I) Same as (H) for BD and EA.See also [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The pairs of odorants with innate valence used were 2-butanone (BN) and butanal (BA) and BN and benzaldehyde (BZ). For the conditioned odorants, we used 2,3-butanedione (BD) and ethyl acetate (EA). We chose these odorants based on their innate valences measured in tethered flying flies ([@bib4]), in which BN was attractive, whereas BA and BZ were aversive, and BD and EA were behaviorally neutral (note that in previous studies EA and BD were attractive in walking paradigms; [@bib52], [@bib64]). To mimic homogeneous odorant plumes from one source we presented both odorants as a synchronous mixture (no onset delay between odorants). To mimic heterogeneous odorant plumes from different sources we presented both odorants as asynchronous mixtures (with 5- to 33-ms delays between odorant onsets) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). We used different wind tunnels (WT 1 and WT 2) and different arrangements of the landing platforms in an attempt to optimize experimental conditions (see [Transparent Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, we found no clear differences in flies\' performance, indicating that the results are robust and do not depend on specific arrangements of the wind tunnels. To eliminate between-session variability, all data shown in a given panel of a figure were collected during the same experimental sessions. Accordingly, data points should be compared within panels, but not between panels.

Tracking of Temporally Well-Controlled Odorant Stimuli in the Wind Tunnel {#sec2.1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

We determined the temporal precision of stimulus delivery by measuring the stimulus dynamics with a photoionization detector (PID) ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D--1I and [S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A--S1C). The inlet of the PID was placed at the surface of the take-off platform ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B). Each odorant was presented 50 times in three separate experimental sessions for the three odorant pairs BN/BA, BN/BZ, or BD/EA. The onset times (time it took from valve opening to reach 5% of the maximum PID signal) were temporally precise across trials, with standard deviations ranging between 6 ms (BN, BA) and 10 ms (BD, EA) ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}F, 1G, and [S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B).

The onset times were similar for all odorant pairs (BN/BA, BN: 744 ± 6 ms, BA: 745 ± 6 ms; BN/BZ, BN: 750 ± 7 ms, BZ: 756 ± 7 ms; BD/EA, BD: 691 ± 10 ms, EA: 691 ± 10 ms; mean ± SD). The rise times (time it took to reach from 5% to 95% of the maximum PID signal) were also similar for the odorant pair BN/BA (BN, 411 ± 10 ms; BA, 428 ± 12 ms; mean ± SD) and for the odorant pair BD/EA (BD, 428 ms ± 26 ms; EA, 440 ms ± 21 ms), but less similar for the odorant pair BN/BZ (BN, 400 ± 12 ms; BZ, 444 ms ± 9 ms) ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}H, 1I, and [S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). The differences in stimulus dynamics could be explained by the difference in the molecular mass between odorants, as stimulus dynamics gets slower with increasing molecular mass (in g/mol, BN, 72; BA, 72; BD, 86; EA, 88; BZ, 106) ([@bib38], [@bib51]). Note, that part of the stimulus onset variability reflects the variability of the PID measurement itself and the actual stimulus dynamics may be less variable.

To visualize how flies explored space based on the odorant experience, we projected their flight trajectories on a plane and calculated the probability across flies to visit a particular pixel (visit probability, [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). When presented with the innately attractive odorant BN, flies were more likely to fly toward the target (which was either the actual odor source or a black platform near the odor source, see [Transparent Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) compared with the innately aversive odorant BZ. To assess the approach to the target, we counted the number of flies that reached halfway between the center of the take-off platform and the target (3.1 cm \[117 pixels\] for WT 1 and 2.7 cm \[71 pixels\] for WT 2) and calculated the approach probability by dividing this number by the total number of flies. Flies flew closer toward the target when stimulated with an attractive odorant than with an aversive odorant or a control air stimulus (Air) (*p(BN \> BZ)*\> 0.999 in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B; *p(BN \> BA)* = 0.962*, p(BN \> Air)*\> 0.999 in [Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C; all statistical significances are given as Bayesian probabilities; see [Transparent Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for a comparison with frequentist statistics). However, in contrast to previous studies ([@bib7]; [@bib11], [@bib27], [@bib56]), flies rarely landed at or near the target. This discrepancy might reflect the fact that, in contrast to these previous studies, our odorant delivery device was outside the wind tunnel. Positioning the odor delivery device inside the wind tunnel creates turbulences, and these turbulences could possibly provide localization cues for the fly to land. In contrast, our wind tunnel setting might mimic an odor source at a distance.Figure 2Odor Tracking in the Wind Tunnel(A) Top: Flight trajectory of a flying fly (red) in the wind tunnel during stimulation with BN. Bottom: Visit probability map equivalent to top image for BN and BZ (set 1). Each bin represents 20 × 20 pixels in the image, corresponding to 7.6 × 7.6 mm at the height of the landing platform. Each bin shows the mean binary value across flies. The take-off platform (white circle), landing platform (white rectangle), and odor source (white star) are indicated for position reference. n = 24 and 20 for BN and BZ, respectively.(B) Approach probability to cross the half distance between take-off platform and landing platform for BN and BZ. Bars represent the mean. Vertical lines represent the 95% credible intervals. The lower-case letters represent significantly different responses for the different odorants; this applies for all figures. Numbers in bars indicate the number of flies; this applies for all figures.(C) Same as in (B) but for BN, butanal (BA), and a blank air stimulus (Air).See also [Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

The percentage of flies that started flying ranged between 85% and 96% for the attractive odorant BN, ranged from 68% to 84% for the aversive odorants BZ or BA, and was 71% for the blank air control ([Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The average latency to flight ranged from 10--27 s, corresponding to 5--13 odorant pulses before taking off ([Table S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}H, S1J, [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D, and S2E). There was no consistent connection between the valence of an odorant and the latency to flight (e.g., latency to flight was longer for BZ than for BN ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}H), but there was no difference for BN and BA ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}J).

Attraction toward Asynchronous Mixtures of Odorants with Differing Innate Valence {#sec2.2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To test whether flies can detect stimulus onset asynchrony, we presented the attractive odorant BN (A) and the aversive odorant BA (B) either as single odorants combined in a synchronous mixture (AB) or in asynchronous mixtures in which B preceded A by 33 ms (B33A) ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Note that we used the odorant pair BN/BA to test the effect of stimulus onset asynchrony rather than BN/BZ because the differences in stimulus dynamics between BN and BZ make this odorant pair unsuitable for generating synchronous mixtures ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).Figure 3Stimulus Onset Asynchrony Makes a Mixture of Odorants with Differing Valences More Attractive(A) Approach probabilities (determined by the half distance threshold) for the single odorants BN (A), BA (B), their synchronous mixture (AB), and their asynchronous mixture (B33A). Bars represent the mean. Vertical lines represent the 95% credible intervals. The lower-case letters represent significantly different responses to the odorant treatments (this dataset is pooled from experiments shown in D and E).(B) Top: Flight trajectory of a flying fly (red) in the wind tunnel during stimulation with BN (A). Bottom: Visit probability maps for A (BN) and B (BA) and the synchronous (AB) and asynchronous (B5A, B10A, B33A) mixtures. The take-off platform (white circle), landing platform (white rectangle), and odor source (white star) are indicated for position reference. n = 44, 43, 41, 43, 45, and 45 for A, B, AB, B5A, B10A and B33A, respectively.(C) Thresholding method that uses the distance that separates flies\' approach probabilities for A and B best (maximized A-B difference threshold). Each point represents the proportion of A-stimulated flies that approached the target by the given minimum distance to the target minus the proportion of B-stimulated flies. The blue trend line was fitted using locally weighted scatterplot smoothing. The gray area indicates the 95% confidence interval. The distance at the peak of the trend line was defined as threshold (orange dashed line and value).(D) Approach probabilities (determined by the maximized A-B difference thresholding method) of the experiment to test flies\' limit to detect onset asynchrony. Stars represent significantly different responses between AB and the other mixtures. As A and B are used to determine the threshold, they were not included in the statistical analysis.(E) Approach probabilities (maximized A-B difference thresholding method) of the experiment to test the effect of odorant order in asynchronous mixtures.(F) Conditioning setup in which flies were left for autonomous differential conditioning. Flies can freely fly in the cage and enter the odorized tubes containing cotton wool soaked either with aversive salt solution or attractive sucrose solution.(G) Approach probability for odorant mixtures with conditioned valences (maximized A-B difference thresholding). Odorants BD and EA were used equally as often as the CS+ and CS−.See also [Figures S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Flies showed a higher approach probability for A compared with B (*p(A \> B*) = 0.998) or with the synchronous mixture AB (*p(A \> AB)* = 0.993) ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). Moreover, flies showed a higher approach probability for the asynchronous mixture B33A compared with synchronous mixture AB (*p(B33A \> AB)* = 0.996) or with the aversive odorant B (*p(B33A \> B)*\> 0.999). This shows that flies perceive the synchronous mixture AB and the asynchronous mixture B33A differently, with the onset asynchrony making the mixture more attractive.

To test whether flies are sensitive for shorter onset asynchronies we applied synchronous and asynchronous mixtures that started with B and with onset times differing by 5, 10, or 33 ms (B5A, B10A, B33A) ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Flies presented with A showed more activity in general, along with a higher visit probability near the target compared with flies presented with B. Flies showed a similar visit probability map for the synchronous mixture AB as for B. However, when stimulated with the asynchronous mixtures B33A, flies showed more activity near the target compared with AB and B.

To make the quantification of flies\' approach behavior less arbitrary and to account for the fact that flies distributed differently in the two different wind tunnels and experimental sets, we calculated an approach area that segregated flies\' approach probabilities for the attractive odorant A and the aversive odorant B the most ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C and [S1--S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We determined this area for each experimental set separately (see [Transparent Methods](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Note that this method maximizes the differences in approach probability between odorants A and B by design. Therefore we refrain from comparing flies\' approach probabilities for A or B and restrict the comparisons to the mixtures.

The flies\' responses to the mixtures depended on the timing between B and A ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D). For an onset asynchrony of 33 ms (B33A), flies were attracted to the target and scored a higher approach probability than for the synchronous mixture AB (*p(B33A \> AB)* = 0.995), similar to that of A alone. However, for onset asynchronies of 5 or 10 ms (B10A), flies\' approach probabilities were not different from the approach probability for AB (*p(B5A \> AB)* = 0.894, *p(B10A \> AB)* = 0.500).

Next, we wanted to discern whether the order in which odorants are presented in a mixture affects how a fly perceives the mixture. We used the same paradigm and odorants as before and stimulated flies with the synchronous mixture AB and the asynchronous mixtures A33B (A precedes B) and B33A (B precedes A) ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}E and [S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In this paradigm, flies showed a lower approach probability to the synchronous mixture AB than to the asynchronous mixture B33A (*p(B33A \> AB)* = 0.957)), confirming our previous result that B33A is perceived differently to AB, and is perceived by the fly as more attractive. However, the approach probability for the asynchronous mixture A33B was not significantly different from the approach probability for AB *(p(A33B \> AB)* = 0.793)).

These data show that flies can discriminate between the synchronous mixture AB and asynchronous mixture B33A, supporting the hypothesis that flies can use stimulus onset asynchrony to segregate the attractive component A from the mixture of A and B even if they never encountered A alone (in B33A, B started before A and A ended at the same time as B).

Attraction toward Asynchronous Mixtures of Odorants with Differing Learned Valence {#sec2.3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Finally, we wanted to determine whether flies\' capability to discriminate between synchronous and asynchronous mixtures only works for odorants with differing innate valence, or whether it also works for odorants with differing learned valences. To address this question, we used an autonomous differential conditioning paradigm and paired one odorant (positively conditioned stimulus, CS+) with a 1 M sucrose solution and another odorant (negatively conditioned stimulus, CS−) with a saturated NaCl solution ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}F). We used the odorants EA and BD equally often for CS+ and CS−. Thus CS+ and CS− only differ with regard to the learned valences, devoid of odorant-specific innate valences.

Also in this experiment, flies discriminated between synchronous and asynchronous mixtures and showed lower approach probabilities to the synchronous mixture of CS+ and CS− (CS+CS−) than to the asynchronous mixture CS+33CS− or CS−33CS+ (*p(CS+33CS*− *\> CS+CS*−*)* = 0.965, *p(CS*−*33CS+ \> CS+CS*−*)* = 0.981) ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}G and [S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Together, these findings support the hypothesis that flies can use stimulus onset asynchrony to segregate odorants with both learned and innate valences from mixtures.

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

We asked whether *Drosophila* can use stimulus onset asynchrony to segregate an attractive target odorant from a mixture with an aversive odorant. We found that flies show stronger attraction to asynchronous mixtures (mimicking two odorant sources) than to synchronous mixtures (mimicking one source). These results suggest that the fly\'s olfactory system can use temporal stimulus cues for olfactory object recognition and odor source segregation.

Stimulus Cues for Odor Source Segregation {#sec3.1}
-----------------------------------------

Insects, crabs, and slugs can segregate an attractive target odorant from an aversive odorant depending on whether both odorants originate from the same source (forming a homogeneous plume) or from different sources (forming a heterogeneous plume) ([@bib2], [@bib5], [@bib26], [@bib77]). To segregate two odorants from different sources, animals could in theory (1) use temporal sampling to detect time differences in odorant arrival, (2) use spatial sampling to detect the spatial heterogeneity of odorant concentrations along or between olfactory organs, or (3) recognize the target odorant during bouts of its pure, unmixed presence.

Our data suggest that flies can segregate a target odorant from an asynchronous mixture without ever encountering the target odorant in its unmixed form (in BΔtA, the target odorant A is always mixed with B, because A starts after and ends with B) and that odor source segregation is no better when the target odorant A arrives first. Therefore, in our experiments flies must have used spatial or temporal sampling for odor source segregation. Theoretically, flies could have used spatial sampling if they orient non-parallel to the wind direction. Then, in the case of an asynchronous mixture BΔtA, the downwind antenna could encounter odorant B, whereas the upwind antenna already encounters the mixture AB. However, this spatial difference in odorant input across both antennae will last for 1 ms at most, given that both antennae span around 0.4 mm and that the odorant stimulus moves at 40 cm/s. Thus the spatial cue across antennae has a much shorter duration (1 ms at most) than the temporal cue provided by the stimulus (33 ms). It is therefore likely that flies used temporal sampling for detecting the odorant onset asynchrony. The capability to segregate odor sources based on odorant onset asynchrony could allow flies to ignore bad objects (e.g., a spoiled food source where food and detrimental odorants originate from the same source) and to find a good object in a patch of bad objects (e.g., food and detrimental odorants originate from different sources) without actually visiting the source.

The odor source segregation paradigms that previous studies and our study used were odor recognition tasks in which the target odor either had an innate ([@bib2], [@bib5], [@bib77]) or a learned valence ([@bib26], [@bib54], [@bib70]). Therefore the neural process of odor source segregation could occur during the encoding of odor identity or during the encoding of innate or learned odor valence. The small necessary odorant onset asynchrony for odor source segregation (33 ms in our study) poses temporal constraints on the precision of the neural code for odorant identity or valence, which we will discuss next.

Temporal Precision of the Neural Code for Odorant Identity {#sec3.2}
----------------------------------------------------------

The temporal precision with which odorant identity can be encoded is limited by the temporal precision of stimulus-evoked action potentials (spikes) ([@bib30]). In *Drosophila*, the temporal precision of olfactory receptor neurons is high and the timing of the first odor-evoked spikes jitters with a standard deviation of down to 0.2 ms ([@bib18]). Olfactory receptor neurons of a given type (neurons that express the same olfactory receptor) coalesce in distinct glomeruli of the antennal lobe where they converge onto projection neurons. Compared with olfactory receptor neurons, projection neuron responses show less trial-to-trial variability and faster dynamics ([@bib6]). The high temporal precision and high spike rates of odor-evoked responses in *Drosophila* olfactory receptor neurons ([@bib10], [@bib18], [@bib38]) and projection neurons ([@bib6], [@bib80]) would allow for rapid and temporally precise encoding of odorant identity. For example, odorant identity could be encoded within a few tens of milliseconds by reading out the increase in spike rates across the earliest responding neurons only ([@bib34], [@bib45]), or by reading out the differences in response latencies across neurons ([@bib8], [@bib18], [@bib34], [@bib38], [@bib41], [@bib49]).

In *Drosophila*, there is evidence that the spike rates across the earliest responding neurons, and not the differences in response latencies, encode behaviorally relevant odorant identity information: downstream neurons in the mushroom body (Kenyon cells) are insensitive to response latency differences between projection neurons in the range of tens of milliseconds ([@bib21]). We therefore propose that behaviorally relevant odorant identity information for odor source segregation is encoded in the spike rates across the earliest responding projection neurons. This hypothesis is supported by the fact that downstream Kenyon cells generally have short integration time windows and respond to odorant onsets in a temporally precise manner ([@bib17], [@bib19], [@bib29], [@bib50], [@bib69], [@bib73]).

Neural Responses to Synchronous and Asynchronous Odorant Mixtures {#sec3.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

What is the neural correlate of odor source segregation based on odorant onset asynchrony? In the antennal lobe, synchronous odorant mixtures often induce neural activity patterns that lack part of the component information (synthetic mixture representation) ([@bib15], [@bib34], [@bib40], [@bib43], [@bib42], [@bib61]). In contrast, asynchronous mixtures induce spatiotemporal activity patterns across projection neurons that partly match those evoked by the individual odorants (analytic mixture representation), and this asynchrony-induced shift from synthetic to more analytic mixture processing could support odor source segregation ([@bib9], [@bib54], [@bib65]) (for a modeling approach see [@bib47]). However, the first arriving odorant often dominates the neural response to the asynchronous mixture, but such dominance of the first arriving odorant neither occurs in behavioral experiments in honey bees ([@bib70]) nor in flies (this study). We therefore conclude that an asynchrony-induced shift from synthetic to a more analytic mixture representation in the antennal lobe cannot fully explain the behavioral odor source segregation observed in flies.

Alternatively, neural responses to both synchronous and asynchronous mixtures could contain sufficient analytical odorant information to allow for recognizing a target odorant. This hypothesis is supported by the observation that projection neurons that respond strongly to a single odorant generally also respond to its mixture with another odorant ([@bib9], [@bib16], [@bib54], [@bib61], [@bib65]). Likewise, Kenyon cells that respond to a single odorant generally also respond to its mixture with another odorant ([@bib12], [@bib24], [@bib59]). In addition, there is behavioral evidence for analytical processing of synchronous mixtures in *Drosophila*, as flies\' responses to two odorants can add up linearly when presented as a synchronous mixture ([@bib4], [@bib72]). Moreover, flies fail in biconditional discrimination or negative patterning, tasks that require synthetic mixture processing ([@bib81]).

We therefore propose that (1) synchronous and asynchronous mixtures of odorants A and B activate a largely overlapping population of odorant-identity-encoding neurons (projection neurons and Kenyon cells), (2) this population includes both the A- and the B-activated neurons, and (3) odorant-identity-encoding neurons preserve the onset times of odorants A and B.

Neural Encoding of Odorant Valence and Odor Source Segregation {#sec3.4}
--------------------------------------------------------------

Stimulus-onset-asynchrony-induced timing difference between the A- and the B-activated projection neurons and Kenyon cells could be detected during the process of odorant recognition, i.e., during the transformation of the odorant identity code into a valence code. In insects, the innate odorant valence is encoded by lateral horn neurons ([@bib31], [@bib32], [@bib53], [@bib68]), whereas learned odorant valence is encoded by mushroom body output neurons ([@bib3], [@bib23], [@bib66]). Both lateral horn neurons and mushroom body output neurons could preserve the temporal differences in odorant onsets: lateral horn neurons (in *Drosophila*) allow faster odorant detection than projection neurons ([@bib30]). Likewise, mushroom body output neurons (in honey bees) respond on average more rapidly to odorants than projection neurons ([@bib67]) and spike-timing-dependent plasticity (in locusts) enhances the synchronization of co-activated mushroom body output neurons ([@bib13]).

Therefore, whether odorants A and B originate from one or two sources could be detected by coincidence-detecting neurons that receive input from valence-encoding lateral horn neurons or mushroom body output neurons. Those coincidence-detecting neurons would respond to synchronous input from the A- and B- activated valence-encoding neurons (A and B come from one source) but not to asynchronous input (A and B come from different sources). Coincidence detection could, for example, be mediated by N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) glutamate receptors ([@bib39]). The existence of glutamatergic neurons and NMDA receptors in both the lateral horn and in the mushroom body ([@bib62]), and glutamatergic valence-encoding mushroom body output neurons in *Drosophila* ([@bib3], [@bib48]), is consistent with this hypothetical mechanism.

Comparison with Mammalian Olfaction {#sec3.5}
-----------------------------------

Several studies have suggested that mammals have difficulties in segregating the single odorants from mixtures (e.g., [@bib35]), but temporal differences in odorant arrival can help odor segregation: For example, in humans, stimulus onset asynchrony in tens of milliseconds impairs the detection of the following odorant ([@bib36]) and in mice a delay in tens of seconds between a background odorant and a following target odorant facilitates the detection of the target odorant ([@bib37]). However, it is currently unknown whether mammals can also use odorant onset asynchronies in millisecond range for odor source segregation. The timescales of olfactory processing in mice suggest that they could detect stimulus onset asynchrony in the tens of milliseconds range and use it for odor segregation: First, mice can identify odorants rapidly (within less than 200 ms) ([@bib1], [@bib74]). Second, odor-evoked spikes in olfactory bulb neurons can be temporally precise, with an average trial-to-trial standard deviation of just 12 ms ([@bib60]). This high spike timing precision allows rapid odor coding, for example, by reading out the differences in response latencies ([@bib22], [@bib33], [@bib57], [@bib63]) or by reading out the earliest responding neurons only ([@bib79]).

The next important steps will be to determine the behaviorally relevant stimulus timescales for odor source segregation in natural environments and to conduct causal studies on the underlying neural mechanisms. Doing this both in insects and mammals offers the possibility to reveal the differences and unifying principles of olfactory object recognition.

Limitations of the Study {#sec3.6}
------------------------

The finding that flies show a higher approach to the asynchronous mixture B33A (the attractive odorant A arrives 33 ms after odorant B) than to the synchronous mixture AB shows that flies can detect stimulus onset asynchrony. However, it does not allow conclusions about the perceptual differences between B33A and AB. Thus we cannot discriminate between the proposed explanations that (1) flies perceive the attractive odorant A better in B33A than in AB or (2) flies perceive odorant A equally well in B33A and AB, and the 33-ms onset asynchrony adds the information that A and B originate from different sources. The question about the perceptual differences between AB and B33A could be answered to some extent by analyzing how neural responses to AB and B33A relate the responses of A and B alone.

Methods {#sec4}
=======

All methods can be found in the accompanying [Transparent Methods supplemental file](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Supplemental Information {#appsec2}
========================

Document S1. Transparent Methods, Figures S1--S3, and Tables S1 and S2Data S1. 3D Flight Trajectories, Related to Figures 2 and 3The CSV file contains 186,182 rows. The 13 columns contain the following information per column:1. The odorant pair used in the experiment for the attractive odorant (A) and aversive odorant (B), or the conditioned odorants CS+ and CS−.2. The video file name for each experiment, containing the date, experimenter initials, and the odorants used.3. The stimulus presented to the fly during that experiment.4. The response of the fly, as to whether it flew from the platform or not. Flies that departed from the platform had their coordinates for the first 10 s of flight recorded. Those that did not fly were assigned the same coordinate for a single time point, which was the closest physical point the fly could be to the target without leaving the platform.5. The set, determining the arrangement of the wind tunnel (see Transparent Methods).6. The video frame that the coordinate was recorded. Each video was recorded at 90 frames per second, and lasted for 2 or 3 minutes.7. The x coordinate of the fly.8. The y coordinate of the fly.9. The z coordinate of the fly.10. The x coordinate of the center of the take-off platform.11. The y coordinate of the center of the take-off platform.12. The z coordinate of the center of the take-off platform.13. The x coordinate of the middle of the target, at the edge closest to the take-off platform.14. The y coordinate of the middle of the target, at the edge closest to the take-off platform.15. The z coordinate of the middle of the target, at the edge closest to the take-off platform.16. The figure in the main text that this data was used for.
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